GENERAL STUDENT POLICIES

2023-2024
Advertising is limited to certain areas of the campus. Posters may be hung on bulletin boards per the Poster Policy and Protocol found in this section. For questions about the bulletin boards, contact the Conference and Event Services office at ext. 6009 or the Student Engagement Office at ext. 5240. For locations in the residence halls, contact the Residence Director, and for departmental bulletin boards in the academic buildings, contact the appropriate dean’s assistant. Posters to be displayed on a bulletin board are to be no larger than 14” x 22”. Only one poster per event may be placed on each bulletin board. Posters cannot be taped to walls, doors, windows, or sidewalks. Poster board signs on easels may be displayed the day of the event only. Posters and flyers may be placed in the dining facilities on campus with the prior approval of Dining Services.

Athletic fields at Starry Athletic Complex are reserved for primary use by intercollegiate teams. Practices and contests are scheduled through the Department of Athletics. Students and student groups may reserve use of a field through Conference Services and/or the Department of Athletics. The University reserves the right to cancel reservations for field use in the case of inclement weather, poor field conditions, rescheduled athletic events, or scheduled field maintenance. Students and student groups that do not have a reservation may not use the intercollegiate athletic fields. Pets, grills, and motor vehicles are not permitted on the Starry Athletic Complex grounds.

Clothing standards for classes, meals, and campus events vary with the activity. As a minimum standard, however, shoes and shirts, and pants should be worn in all campus buildings and modesty is expected. Shoes, shirts, and pants are required for entrance to dining facilities.

In conjunction with Messiah’s emphasis on sustainability, the use of bicycles is encouraged on campus. In the event that a bike goes missing, the Department of Safety will attempt to find it and reconnect it with the owner. For this purpose, all bikes used on campus must be registered with the Department of Safety. A free registration sticker will be issued.
To register, follow this link:
https://www.messiah.edu/info/20568/safety_office/807/bicycle_reg_info

Bikes that are not registered will be considered abandoned. In such cases, they will be removed from campus and stored for 30 days. After 30 days, they will be donated or disposed of.

Please take your bike home over the summer months. If this is not possible for logistical reasons, you must let the Department of Safety know why you need to leave it on campus. You can contact Safety at (717) 691-6005. Upon graduating, please remove your bike from campus.

All bikes are to be stored in the student’s room or in any of the bicycle racks around campus. Please lock your bike at all times. “Borrowing” someone’s bike without their permission will be considered as theft.

Bicyclists must comply with all traffic regulations, including honoring stop signs, abiding by the campus speed limit, etc. It is strongly recommended that reflective clothing/wristbands be worn during nighttime hours, and that helmets be worn at all times.

COMMUNICATIONS

As a Christian institution of higher learning, how we communicate with one another is a primary focus of our University community. Messiah University facilitates an environment where its members relate to one another with integrity, professionalism, and affirmation grounded in biblical principle. To this end, the University has developed communication expectations, procedures, and general guidelines for community use.

In addition to direct means of communication (person-to-person and telephone), the University provides and expects all employees and students to use these four primary means of inter-office communication: campus mail, electronic mail, voice mail, and the University website.

Official campus communication may be sent by any and/or all of these means. All employees and students are expected, on a regular basis, to accept their mail communication (campus, electronic, and voice) within a reasonable time period from the date of receipt. Under normal circumstances a “reasonable time period” is defined as 2–3 business days. The term “accept” is defined as reading campus and electronic mail, and listening to voice mail.
Electronic communication, because of its speed and broadcasting ability, is fundamentally different from paper-based or telephone communication. Messiah University facilitates a positive, professional communication environment within the campus community. All principles of the University’s Community Covenant—particularly with respect to practicing biblical integrity and accountability—are applicable in all means of campus communication, including e-mail. Do not send content that would compromise your integrity as the sender or the integrity of the receiver if it was viewed by others. Be careful in what you say about others. Be careful not to circulate unverified, inappropriate, or gossip-based information via e-mail.

Communications on sites such as Facebook, Twitter, MySpace, Instagram, and LiveJournal – though logins are often required, are public and open communication; they are not confidential or private in any way. Communications on such sites are not routinely monitored by the University. However, as with information available in other public arenas, information found on internet sites is admissible as evidence in student disciplinary proceedings. Examples of this information include wall postings, journal entries, blog postings, photos, comments, text messages, instant messages, and other openly accessible communication. This information may also be considered by the University in other situations where student conduct is a relevant factor.

Students should be aware that the internet is considered a public forum and most information posted on the internet can be viewed by anyone. Please be cautious of the information you make available to others. Privacy settings do not guarantee your privacy, but are helpful when set to a restricted level. Also, it is good to keep in mind that your online profile may be the only impression someone has of you. Students should know employers, law enforcement agencies and anyone else wanting personally identifiable information can and do look online. Finally, students are strongly cautioned not to post personal information about themselves in their profiles such as addresses, phone numbers and confidential information.

APPROPRIATE USE OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY RESOURCES

Messiah University provides a wide variety of computing and networking resources (collectively “Information Technology resources” or “IT
resources”) in order to assist students and employees in the completion of their academic pursuits and job duties, support the university’s daily operations and long term goals, and further the educational purposes of the university.

Policies are in place to promote the meaningful, efficient, ethical, lawful, and productive use of IT resources. Use of IT resources is subject to the terms of this policy and other policies of the University, as well as to all applicable federal, state, and local laws. The current policies can be found here: https://messiah-employee.policystat.com/policy/6345632/latest/

**Audience**
These policies apply to all users of Messiah University IT resources, whether initiated from a computer and/or network device located on or off campus, and regardless of the ownership of the device connected to the network.

**Compliance**
Users of the IT resources must abide by these policies. Alleged violations of these policies will be referred to the appropriate administrative offices and/or law enforcement agency.

**DANCE POLICY**

The only student organizations permitted to host social dances are the Student Activities Board (SAB) and Multicultural Council (MCC). (Special note: Artistic dances are permitted to be held by the Swing Dance Club only with separate parameters set forth and provided by the Director of Student Engagement). SAB and MCC must work within the parameters set forth by the Office of Student Engagement and must meet all criteria listed below.

The Director of Student Engagement must approve all dances. Dance dates for the entire year will be set within the first month(s) of the fall semester. No other dances will be approved after the cut-off date. Approval must occur prior to their advertisement and prior to contracts being signed. There should be no more than a total of two dances per month and there cannot be more than one dance per weekend throughout the year. Additionally, there will be blackout dates throughout the year in which no dances can be sponsored. SAB will host no more than six dances per year and MCC will host no more than five dances per year. There can be no more than 11 dances total throughout each academic year.
Dances can be held in the following locations: Larsen Student Union, Brubaker Auditorium, approved outside locations (until 10:00 pm) and at approved off-campus locations.

Dances must comply with all University policies and guidelines. In the event that a dance is held outside, all relevant local noise ordinances (see Noise Ordinance in Student Handbook) must be followed. In the case of dances held off-campus, the dance policy and University Code of Conduct are to be followed. The Director of Student Engagement must approve all off-campus locations and will compile and maintain a list of preferred off-campus locations.

Dances will be open to Messiah students and their guests. Messiah students will be required to have identification, and guests must be accompanied by a Messiah student who will be responsible for the guest.

A list of approved DJs will be compiled and maintained by the Director of Student Engagement. DJs will be approved based on their past performance, professionalism, and their ability to provide music that does not conflict with the values of Messiah University. The Director will ensure that the dance sponsor selects a DJ from an approved list. If the sponsor wishes to contract with a DJ who has not been previously approved, the Director will work with them to evaluate the credentials of the DJ and determine if he/she should be added to the approved DJ list. The Director will maintain a list of songs that should not be played at dances and will communicate this list to the DJs. In the event that live music is requested, the Director must approve the artist(s) prior to contracts being signed. Contracts are only to be signed by the Director of Student Engagement or approved University professionals. DJs, songs, and artist(s) may be removed from and added to the approved list at the discretion of the Director of Student Engagement. The dance sponsor will be responsible for compliance with all guidelines for dances and the facility used.

Staffing for each on-campus dance must include at least one Messiah University staff member who has received proper training. All dances must be staffed with a dance advisor, one Residence Director, and Department of Safety personnel. All off-campus dances must have an additional member of Residence Life present. The dance advisor must be present to respond to emergencies and support student leaders as necessary. The University Code of Conduct will be enforced by the dance advisor and student leaders of the sponsoring organization. Disruptive behavior will not be permitted at a dance. Cultural appropriation will not be tolerated and lack of sensitivity could possibly result in removal from
the event. Attendees should be outfitted with appropriate attire, which includes wearing shoes, shirts and/or dresses at all times. Winter coats, trench coats, large bags, backpacks or other objects/articles of clothing meant to conceal personal items are not permitted at the dance. Masks are only permitted when worn for medical purposes (e.g. to preemptively prevent the transmission of disease.) No other coverings that hide the face are permitted at any time.

The sponsoring organization has the authority to remove students and guests from the dance after consultation with the dance advisor if they believe that behavioral expectations are not being met. Violations of the dance guidelines may result in the following: a disciplinary hearing for individual students or sponsoring organization, the removal of a DJ or artist(s) from the approved list, and sanctions that would limit or prohibit an organization from sponsoring future dances.

**DIRECTORY**

While Messiah University will not provide student directory information to anyone for purposes of commercial solicitation, such information could be distributed outside the campus community. Students who prefer their information not to be included in published directories should indicate their preferences on FALCONLink/Personal Information/Directory Profile.

**DRONE POLICY**

**Policy Rationale**

Unpiloted Aircraft Systems (UAS), also known as drones, have the potential to enhance students’ curricular and cocurricular activities. However, they also represent risks to third parties, especially pedestrians and air traffic. In addition, since drones can be used for photography and videography they pose a risk to privacy.

Messiah University’s campus is home to students and is frequently visited on foot by parents, alumni and other visitors. The campus is sometimes flown over at low altitude by light aircraft and helicopters. Beyond campus, the risks posed to pedestrians and air traffic from UAS do not diminish.

**Policy**

The use of drones on campus is prohibited with the exception of those operated by licensed and insured professionals who have received prior
approval from the Vice President for Operations. Please contact that office directly to request permission.

Any drone users must adhere to the following guidelines for use of drones:

1. All Federal Aviation Administration regulations must be adhered to as published here: https://www.faa.gov/uas/
2. Drones can only be flown in areas of campus as informed by the Office of the Vice President for Operations
3. Drones are not permitted to be flown near campus residences
4. The advisor of the club/organization or faculty member must be present during times when drones are being flown
5. The club/organization or academic department must notify Dispatch Services (x6565) prior to the use of drones on campus and communicate the approved location of their usage

Failure to abide by this policy may result in revocation of authorizations and referral to student disciplinary procedures. Questions about this policy may be directed to the Office of the Dean of Students deanofstudents@messiah.edu.

FAMILY EDUCATIONAL AND RIGHTS PRIVACY ACT

The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 (FERPA) provides students who are or have been “in attendance” at Messiah University certain rights with respect to their “education records.” A student is deemed to be in attendance at the University if he/she is enrolled and is either physically present for classes or receives instruction through distance learning. Education records may be paper or electronic and are defined generally as records, files, documents, and other materials maintained by the University which contain information directly related to the student and from which the student can be personally identified.

Rights granted to a student under FERPA include:

1. The right to inspect and review the student’s education records;
2. The right to request the amendment of the student’s education records that the student believes inaccurate, misleading, or otherwise in violation of the student’s privacy rights under FERPA; and
3. The right to provide written consent before the University discloses personally identifiable information from the student’s education records, except to the extent that FERPA authorizes disclosure without consent.

At Messiah University, education records include cumulative academic records, grades, course schedules, most student disciplinary records, and
most student account and financial aid records. Education records do not include records that are created or received by the University after an individual is no longer a student in attendance and are not directly related to the individual’s attendance, as well as grades on peer-graded papers before they are collected and recorded by an instructor.

Education records also do not include records of administrative or instructional personnel which are kept in the sole possession of the maker, are used only as a personal memory aid, and are not accessible or revealed to any other person except a temporary substitute for the maker of the record; records which are made or maintained by a physician, psychiatrist, psychologist, or other recognized professional or paraprofessional acting in his/her professional capacity, made or maintained only in connection with treatment of the student, and disclosed only to individuals providing the treatment; financial records of parents; or records created and maintained by the Department of Safety for the purpose of law enforcement. These records, then, may not be inspected by students without the consent of the custodian of the records.

Students who wish to inspect their education records should indicate such to the University official responsible for maintaining the particular record. FERPA requires that an appointment be made for the student to inspect the record within 45 days of the date of the request. If, upon examination, the student believes the record to be inaccurate or misleading, the student may file a written request that the University official amend the record. If the official decides not to amend the record as requested by the student, the student will be advised of his or her right to request a hearing. A hearing, to be conducted by a disinterested person appointed by the President, will be held within 30 days of receipt of a written request. The student will have a full and fair opportunity to present relevant evidence. A written decision will be rendered within two weeks of the date of the hearing.

Except to the extent that FERPA authorizes disclosure without consent, a student’s education records will be released to his or her parents/guardians/designee only with the written consent of the student or upon receipt of certification that the individuals have claimed the student as a dependent on their most recent income tax return. Any student who does not want his or her education records released to parents/guardians must give written notification to the Registrar. This notification will remain in effect until revoked in writing by the student.
FERPA permits (but does not require) the University to release “directory information” without student consent to anyone requesting information unless a student instructs the University not to release such information. Directory information means information contained in the education record of a student that would not be considered harmful or an invasion of privacy if disclosed. Directory information at Messiah University includes a student’s name, home address, campus address, all telephone numbers on record, high school attended, campus e-mail address, photograph (available on the University’s internal, secure, online system), dates of attendance, degree for which a student is a candidate, academic major and minor, academic advisor, academic awards or honors, class year, full-time/part-time status, and weight and height for members of athletic teams. Directory information does not include a student’s social security number or student identification number. Without student consent, a student’s social security number or student identification number may not be used by itself to authenticate identity or to gain access to education records.

The University may provide lists of student names by religious preference (if known) once each year in response to inquiries by local churches. The University does not release directory information to outside organizations for commercial solicitation.

Any student who does not want directory information released must indicate as such on FALCONLink/Personal Information/Directory Profile. You can complete this information anytime. This profile will be effective until rescinded by the student. The University will not disclose directory information of a former student if the student instructed the University not to release directory information while he/she was in attendance.

FERPA authorizes the University to disclose personally identifiable information from education records without a student’s consent to appropriate parties, including parents/guardians of an eligible student (even if the student is not a dependent for income tax purposes), in connection with an emergency if knowledge of the information is necessary to protect the health or safety of the student or other individuals. In making this determination, the University may take into account the totality of the circumstances pertaining to a threat to the health or safety of a student or other individuals. If the University determines that there is an articulable and significant threat to the health or safety of a student or other individuals, it may disclose information from education records to any person whose knowledge of the information is necessary to protect the health or safety of the student or
other individuals. The University must keep a record of the threat, the basis for its determination, and the names of the parties to whom the information was disclosed.

FERPA also authorizes the University to disclose personally identifiable information from education records without a student’s consent in several other specific situations. Some of these are as follows:

1. to comply with a judicial order or a lawfully issued subpoena, including an ex parte court order under the USA Patriot Act;
2. to another institution that has requested the records and in which the student seeks or intends to enroll or is already enrolled so long as the disclosure is for purposes related to the student’s enrollment or transfer;
3. to designated federal or state agencies;
4. in connection with financial aid for which the student has applied;
5. to alleged victims of any crime of violence or a non-forcible sex offense of the final results of a disciplinary proceeding conducted by the University against the alleged perpetrator of that crime or offense, regardless of whether the University concluded a violation was committed;
6. to anyone – not just the victim – the final results of a disciplinary proceeding if it determines that the student is an alleged perpetrator of a crime of violence or non-forcible sex offense and the student has been found to have violated the University’s rules or policies;
7. information concerning a student who is required to register as a sex offender provided under a state sex offender registration and campus community notification program;
8. to organizations conducting studies for or on behalf of the University for purposes of developing, validating, or administering predictive tests, administering student aid programs, or improving instruction; and
9. to school officials determined by the University to have a legitimate educational interest.

A “school official” is a person employed by the University in a faculty, administrative or staff position, or a contractor, consultant, volunteer, or other party to whom the University has outsourced institutional services or functions. The contractor, consultant, volunteer, or outside service provider may be considered a school official under this paragraph provided that the outside party (1) performs an institutional service or function for which the University would otherwise use employees; (2) is under the direct control of the University with respect to the use and maintenance of education records; and (3) subject to FERPA requirements governing the use and re-disclosure of personally identifiable information from education records.

A “school official” may also be a member of the Board of Trustees; or a
student serving on a University committee or assisting another school official in performing his or her tasks. A school official has a “legitimate educational interest” if the official needs to review an education record in order to fulfill his or her professional responsibility.

The University will use reasonable methods to identify and authenticate the identity of parents/guardians, students, school officials, and any other parties to whom it discloses education records. It will ensure that a school official obtains access to only those education records in which he/she has a legitimate educational interest.

Academic information will be released when a FERPA Release Form is completed and returned to the Registrar’s Office, Messiah University Suite 3007, Mechanicsburg, PA 17055 and the student has set-up a privacy word in the Challenge Response System (http://www.messiah.edu/crs) and shared that word with the individual/s noted on the FERPA release.

FERPA provides a student the right to file a complaint concerning alleged failures by the University to comply with the requirements of FERPA with Family Policy Compliance Office, U.S. Department of Education, 400 Maryland Avenue SW, Washington, DC 20202. This policy is maintained by the Messiah University Registrar and was last amended May 2023.

PARENTAL NOTIFICATION POLICY
Messiah University may elect to notify the parents/guardians of students in the event of serious health concerns such as illness, injury, or hospitalization. As noted above, the University may notify a student’s parents or guardians in the event of an emergency when it is deemed to be necessary to protect the health or safety of the student or other persons even if the student is not a dependent for income tax purposes. Messiah University may also notify parents/guardians of students under the age of 21 for disciplinary violations related to alcohol or controlled substances or when a student is suspended or expelled, even if the student is not a dependent for income tax purposes. In disciplinary matters, parents/guardians are notified only after students are determined to be responsible for a violation of University rules or standards. In all matters, the context of individual circumstances is considered when deciding whether to contact parents/guardians. When possible, students will be given the opportunity and encouraged to discuss the situation with their parents/guardians prior to the institution’s notification.

FILM POLICY

Officially recognized Messiah University student organizations may
sponsor films that foster intellectual, emotional, spiritual, or artistic growth and/or provide entertainment. The Director of Student Engagement must approve all films that student organizations want to sponsor and show on campus. Approval of a film must be granted prior to placing an order with a film company or announcing a showing. The Office of Student Engagement maintains guidelines around engagement with popular culture that guide the selection of films shown on campus. The artistic merit, cultural significance, truth communicated, and context in which the film will be screened are considered equally in the film approval process. The values, perspective, and lifestyle portrayed in a film as well as the film's rating are important elements in consideration of the context in which the film will be shown.

NC-17 and X-rated films are not permitted for sponsorship by campus student organizations. Films with excessive gratuitous violence, profanity, obscene language, nudity, or sexually exploitative material will generally not be permitted for sponsorship by a student organization. Films with potentially offensive content may be approved for campus viewing if: (1) the film has redeeming social value and intentional programming encourages discussion of the potentially offensive elements or (2) an edited version of the film is available and obtained and advertising informs the community that the film being shown is an edited version.

The U.S. Copyright Act places significant restrictions on the public use of recordings (rented or owned). No videos or DVDs are to be shown on campus to public audiences generally unless the proper license has been secured to do so. Additional information on copyright policy is available at www.messiah.edu/copyright.

Legally obtained movies may be shown in common meeting areas in the residence hall, floor lounges and private rooms since that area constitutes a student’s living area, provided that the movie showing is not advertised outside the building and no admission fee is charged. Attendance should be limited to students who live on that floor, in the building, or are personal guests of those students. No public notices of any kind are allowed.

In addition, movie watching among friends should not infringe upon the rights of others. This includes volume being kept no louder than normal conversation and lights being kept on.
Messiah University Student Organization Fundraising Guidelines

**Philosophy and Purpose**
Student organizations at Messiah may, on occasion, choose to conduct fundraising as a part of their activities. It is important to keep in mind the dual purposes of fundraising in this context:

1. Fundraising gives organizations the opportunity to sell goods or services to generate a profit that will cover expenses incurred in fulfilling the mission and purpose of the organization. These will often be events that provide significant occasions for student involvement.

2. Fundraising gives student organization members the educational opportunity to contemplate stewardship and philanthropy in a realistic context. Students are encouraged to fundraise reflectively, considering how their organization and event fit into the greater context of the University, contribute to its mission, and invite various constituents to participate in their work.

Because Messiah University, as a non-profit entity, conducts significant advancement efforts for its operations at-large (annual giving, special campaigns, etc.) in and around the community, and due to the large number of student organizations on campus, it is important for student leaders and advisors to consider the impact of their individual efforts. Thus, the following guidelines will be strictly enforced for student organization fundraisers:

**Guidelines**

1. Only Messiah University recognized organizations can sponsor fundraisers. If a non-recognized student organization is interested in sponsoring a fundraiser, it should first pursue recognition status.

2. All fundraisers that are conducted by student organizations must be approved by the organization’s advisor and the Office of Student Engagement on a first-come, first-served basis. The number and/or frequency of fundraisers may be limited by the Office of Student Engagement so as not to oversaturate the student body with fundraising requests.

3. All goods or services must be in harmony with the mission and values of Messiah University, Community Covenant, and Student
Code of Conduct. The spirit of the law will be enforced in addition to the letter of the law at the discretion of the Director of Student Engagement, in consultation with the Dean of Students.

4. Organizations conducting fundraisers with the express purpose to donate funds or resources to outside causes or organizations must work to ensure funds are handled appropriately and are directed toward causes/organizations that are consistent with the mission of Messiah University. Organizations designated for donations must be approved by the Director of Student Engagement in consultation with the Director of the Agape Center. Club advisors are responsible for ensuring appropriate handling of funds. The SGA Vice President of Finance must also approve of fundraisers being conducted by chartered or executive student organizations.

5. Students may not be the sole signatory on contracts. Messiah University does not recognize contracts signed by students alone as binding. All contracts for any recognized Messiah University student organization must be signed by the faculty advisor for that group or by the Director of Student Engagement.

6. Storage of products must not infringe upon the reasonable living rights or comfort of others, nor interfere with designated University storage space or operation.

7. Trustees, alumni, parents, and off-campus individuals and groups are not to be contacted for raising funds without the approval of the Office of Development (e.g., letters to alumni, parents, area businesses, churches, etc.). Requests may be for supplies, gift certificates, cash, or gifts in kind. Messiah University will not process checks or give tax receipts for unapproved fundraisers. Additionally, door-to-door and phone solicitations are prohibited both on and off campus.

8. Advertising of a fundraiser may not take place until written approval is obtained. On-campus advertising must adhere to the Student Handbook advertising policy (see index). Off-campus advertising must have the approval of the Associate Vice President for Marketing and Communications. Use of the Messiah University word mark and letterhead must be approved by the Office of Marketing and Communications.

9. Paid raffles are considered a type of “game of chance” and as such, a form of gambling. Gambling is prohibited in the community covenant, this also includes paid raffles.

Violations of any of these guidelines by a recognized student organization may result in forfeiture of funds raised and/or a disciplinary hearing with
the Director of Student Engagement. Appeals can be made to the Cocurricular Education Committee. In the event that funds are confiscated or a fine is issued, the funds shall be donated to a worthy cause with preference given to Service Trips.

**INSURANCE**

The University maintains no insurance on student-owned property. Student property is often covered by a parent’s homeowner’s insurance. Students are given the option of selecting on-campus renter’s insurance with GradGuard when they sign their housing contract on The Nest (www.messiah.edu/TheNest). Questions about renter’s insurance and/or GradGuard can be directed to The Office of Residence Life. Health insurance coverage for intercollegiate competition and practice is maintained on students participating in intercollegiate athletics. All students enrolled full time at Messiah University are required to have adequate health insurance coverage. We require insurance because we want to ensure that all students are adequately covered in the case of an accident or emergency. Medical bills could really add up, and we do not want students to have to worry about obtaining medical care when needed because of a lack of adequate insurance.

Because ALL students are required to have health insurance, ALL STUDENTS ARE AUTOMATICALLY SIGNED UP FOR AND CHARGED FOR THE SCHOOL INSURANCE (approximately $1,855/year). After adequate proof of insurance is vetted, the school insurance can be waived.

International students may use the ISO Care or ISO Share plans instead of the school sponsored insurance plan because the benefits are equal to or greater than the benefits provided by the school insurance. These are the only three options available for our International Student population.

Information on coverage and claim procedures is available in the Engle Center and on the Business Office website. All students are expected to maintain adequate medical insurance coverage.

1) **ISO Care**
2) **ISO Share**
3) **School sponsored health insurance plan**

**LIABILITY**

The University recognizes that certain activities voluntarily engaged in by students, such as informal athletics contests, jogging, running, sledding, walking in the woods, and other activities, have some measure of risk involved for the participants. Students and guests who engage in such
activities assume the risk of injury or property damage. The University is not responsible or liable for injuries or property damage incurred by students or their guests participating in these and similar activities.

**LOST AND FOUND**

The Dispatch Office provides lost/found services. Due to health and safety measures, some items cannot be accepted. A list of applicable items is posted outside of the Dispatch window. Every effort will be made to connect items with their rightful owners. However, if this is unsuccessful within a period of 30 days, unclaimed items will be removed.

**MEDICAL LEAVE**

Medical leave is available for students who, due to documented serious physical or psychological illness, need to leave the University during the semester without completing their course work or to withdraw from the University for no longer than two consecutive semesters. Medical leave may be voluntarily requested by a student or, in certain circumstances, may be determined to be required for a student when the student’s psychological or medical condition renders him or her a threat to the safety, health, or well-being of any person or of the campus community, or causes a significant disruption of the educational and other activities of the University community.

Medical Leave, whether voluntary or required, is not a substitute for appropriate disciplinary action although disabilities may be considered mitigating factors in a disciplinary proceeding. A student suffering from a medical or psychiatric disorder who is accused of a disciplinary violation will not be exempted from the disciplinary process unless, as a result of the medical or psychiatric disorder, the student: (1) lacks the capacity to respond to the allegations, (2) did not know the nature and the quality of the action in question or (3) had approved accommodations through the Office of Academic Accessibility that were not implemented and failure to provide such accommodations resulted in the disciplinary violation.

Students on medical leave are not regarded as having permanently withdrawn from the University and need not apply for readmission through the Admissions Office. However, students must be approved for fitness to return to campus through the process described in the policies below. During the last 40 percent of the semester a student may request medical leave incompletes in one or more courses. Approval for medical leave incompletes is arranged by the Registrar’s Office and the professor.

A student on medical leave (regardless of whether voluntary or required)
will retain all accrued seniority for housing and registration purposes and may register conditionally for courses if he or she intends to return for the following semester. Any money paid to the University as deposits against tuition or charges anticipated for the following semester will be refunded in full if the student is not approved to return. Documentation for determination of fitness to return must be received by the deadlines listed below and approval to return granted in order for registration to be considered final. Seniority for housing preferences cannot be guaranteed for students who do not meet these requirements.

Financial aid implications
It is the responsibility of the student to contact the Financial Aid Office individually to discuss the implications of medical leave on his or her financial aid.

Refund of tuition and fees
Students who take medical leave during the first five weeks of the semester may be eligible for some refund. Please see the Student Financial Services website for specific information: https://www.messiah.edu/info/21510/student_financial_services
No refunds will be given for students who are granted medical leave during the final 10 weeks of the semester.

VOLUNTARY MEDICAL LEAVE

The following policy establishes the procedures under which a voluntary medical leave may occur, as well as the process for return from leave.

1. Initiation of Request
A student requesting medical leave must complete the Request for Medical Leave, which is submitted to the Director of Health Services. The request may be for either one or two semesters. The student may be required to provide appropriate documentation from a physician, therapist, or other qualified caregiver. The Request for Medical Leave, and all other medical leave documents can be found at:
https://www.messiah.edu/info/20898/educators/1432/medical_leave

2. Determination of request
A decision approving or disapproving the medical leave request will be made by the Director of Health Services. If there is a pending academic or disciplinary preceding that could result in a suspension from the University, medical leave requests will not be considered until the proceeding has concluded. A student under suspension from the University is ineligible for medical leave.
As part of receiving medical leave, the student may be asked to arrange for ongoing treatment during the time he or she is on medical leave. Failure
to comply with this treatment would result in a termination of the medical leave and mandatory withdrawal from school.

When a student has been approved for medical leave, the Director will provide a copy of the decision to the Registrar. The Registrar will notify appropriate offices on campus of the student’s status and send a copy of the decision to the student for his or her records. Copies of the decision will be maintained in the student’s academic and student life files. Original documentation from the student’s medical records will be maintained confidentially by the Director of Health Services.

A request for medical leave for the current semester must be made prior to the last week of class in the fall or spring semester.

3. **Effective date of medical leave status**

A student whose request for medical leave is approved during the first sixty percent of the semester will be deemed to have medical leave status as of the date on which his or her request was made to the Director of Health Services. The student will remain on medical leave status for the balance of that semester and may request an extension for the next semester by filing a request as described below.

During the final 40 percent of the semester, a student may request medical leave incompletes in one or more courses. Approval for medical leave incompletes is arranged by the Registrar’s Office and the professor.

4. **Extension of medical leave status**

A student on medical leave status may request a one-semester extension by providing new documentation to the Director of Health Services by August 1 for the fall semester or December 1 for the spring semester. A decision approving or disapproving the request will be made by the Director of Health Services. The Director will provide a copy of the decision to the Registrar, who will notify appropriate offices on campus. Medical leave status may continue no longer than two consecutive semesters. After this time, a student who does not return to the University will be deemed officially withdrawn. Students who are approved for more than one medical leave during their time at Messiah University may be subject to different degree requirements than when they originally entered the University. Different degree requirements may extend the amount of time it takes for a student to complete his/her degree. Students returning from a second medical leave are encouraged to consult with the Registrar’s Office about their degree requirements.

5. **Grades and completion of academic work**

A student whose request for medical leave is approved during the first sixty percent of the semester will be given a grade of “W” (Withdrawal) in each course for which he or she is registered. No “I” (Incomplete) grades will be given. No credit will be earned for any course, and a prorated refund of charges will be made as determined by Student Financial Services.
Services. During the final 40 percent of the semester, a student may request medical leave incompletes in one or more courses. Approval for medical leave incompletes is arranged by the Registrar’s Office and professor. To receive academic credit for a course, incomplete work must be completed by the final day of the semester following that during which medical leave was approved. It is the responsibility of the student to contact individual instructors to arrange for the timely completion of course work. If the student does not complete work in a course within this time, the grade of “I” for that course will be changed to a “W.”

6. **Determination of fitness to return to campus**
A student requesting to return from medical leave will be asked to sign a release allowing the Director of Health Services to communicate with the physician, therapist, or other caregiver, as well as with other persons at Messiah University involved in determining the student’s fitness to return. The student must provide documentation from his or her physician, therapist, or other caregiver concerning current medical status by August 1 to be considered for approval to return for the fall semester, or by December 1 to be considered for approval to return for the spring semester. The student also may be required to have an interview with the Director of Health Services and/or the Director of Student Success. The University reserves the right to require the student, in order to return to and remain in classes, to be in ongoing treatment as well as other necessary stipulations. All information will be reviewed and a decision regarding fitness to return will be made by the Director of Health Services, who will notify the Registrar. The granting of medical leave by the University does not guarantee that the student will be allowed to return.

---

**REQUIRED MEDICAL LEAVE**

The following policy establishes the procedures under which a required medical leave may occur, as well as the process for return from leave. Its requirements and procedures are applicable to all students with or without disabilities.

1. **Standards for a Required Leave**
Typically, a Required Medical Leave is invoked when a student exhibits acute or persistent health or behavioral problems which arise from physical or mental health issues. Each situation will be reviewed on a case-by-case basis. The University may initiate the Required Medical Leave process if, in the judgment of the Dean of Students, a student meets one or more of the following criteria:

a. The student is deemed a direct threat to the safety, health, or well-being of any person. A direct threat to others includes any danger of
suicide, self-mutilation, accident, or assault that cannot be mitigated by reasonable accommodations or necessitates unusual measures to monitor, supervise, treat, protect, or restrain the student to ensure his or her safety and the safety of those around the student.

b. The student’s behavior is disruptive to others and negatively affects the community. Disruptive behavior is that which causes emotional, psychological or physical distress to fellow students or staff substantially above that normally experienced in daily life. Such disruption may be in the form of severe distress associated with one or more behavioral incidents, or somewhat less severe but persistent distress over a more extended period.

c. The student refuses to cooperate with recommended assessment or treatment and his or her physical or psychological disorder seems likely to deteriorate to the point of permanent disability, disfigurement, impairment or dysfunction without such assessment or treatment, thus presenting a direct threat to the safety, health, or well-being of any person. Where standard assessment is impossible because of the student’s resistance, indirect behavioral observations will constitute the basis for judgment.

2. Procedures for a Required Medical Leave

When conditions allow for an investigation, including an individual assessment of the student’s health status, resolution of the situation will first be sought with the student’s cooperation if at all possible. Voluntary leave is encouraged to preserve, to the extent possible, confidentiality, and to maximize the participation of the student or his or her family. If the student declines voluntary medical leave, he or she may be involuntarily withdrawn from the University. The involuntary medical leave process can be initiated by any University official who believes a student meets one or more of the standards described in paragraphs 1a, 1b, or 1c above. University officials with concerns about student safety will contact the Dean of Students, who will coordinate the Required Medical Leave process.

When the Dean of Students becomes aware of a student who may fit the standards for required medical leave, he will request an individualized physical or mental health assessment from the Director of Health Services and will conduct a community impact review. When possible, this should begin with a one-on-one meeting with the identified student. The individualized health assessment will include relevant records from on- and off-campus treatment providers. The community impact review will include relevant information from employees and students having interaction with the student. If the Dean of Students deems the student
does not meet any of the standards for a Required Medical Leave, this process will terminate and the Dean of Students, Director of Health Services, and/or the Director of Academic Success will meet with the student to develop reasonable accommodations necessary for student success and community safety. The student will be required to adhere to the established accommodations. Failure to adhere to the established parameters could result in the student being required to take a medical leave.

If the individualized health assessment and community impact review result in a recommended medical leave, and the student refuses voluntary medical leave, then a Health Review Team will be established. The Health Review Team will be comprised of the Dean of Students, an Engle Center representative, and the Director of Academic Success.

The Health Review Team will review the individualized health assessment and the community impact review and will invite the student to meet with the team. At that time, the student may provide additional information for consideration. The Team may require a further assessment of the student by a medical/psychiatric provider identified by the Team to determine if the student meets the standards above.

The work of the Team will be guided by the following:

- Each student’s situation is different, and an individualized determination must be conducted in each case, considering the stressors faced by that student.
- The *nature, duration, and severity* of risk to self or the community must be considered.
- A consideration will be made of *reasonable accommodations* which may mitigate risk and contribute to student success and community safety.
- Emphasis must be placed on the student’s *observed conduct, actions, and statements*, as opposed to primarily on speculation, inferences and assumptions.

If the Team concludes that the student does not meet any of the standards for a Required Medical Leave, it will inform the student in writing and establish reasonable accommodations for student success and community safety.

If the Team concludes that the student does meet one or more of the standards for a Required Medical Leave, the Team will notify the student of its decision in writing and will include its reasons for this conclusion, the effective date of the medical leave, the conditions for return (if
applicable), and the appeal process to be followed by the student. The Team’s decision will become effective immediately upon deposit in the mail or hand delivery.

3. Interim Measures
In all cases where a Required Medical Leave is being considered, the University will undertake an appropriate review and take prompt and effective action to support and protect the student(s) involved. This includes taking appropriate interim measures before the final decision is made. If the Dean of Students has reason to believe, based on information available, and in consultation with professionals with appropriate expertise, that the student’s continued presence on campus poses an imminent threat of significant harm to self or others in the community, the University may take immediate action to remove the student from campus pending receipt and review of relevant information. This temporary removal may remain in place pending completion of any appeal process. Accordingly, the University may impose a "no contact" directive, which will typically include a directive that the involved parties refrain from having written, verbal, phone/text, or physical contact with one another, directly or through a third party, pending an individualized health assessment and community impact review and final decision. The University may also take any further protective action that it deems appropriate concerning the student pending the Health Review and final decision, including, without limitation, directing the appropriate University officials to alter the student's class schedule, housing (including restriction from University housing), and/or access to the campus (including class attendance).

4. Access to Campus During Leave
In certain circumstances, the student on medical leave may have their access to campus and other students limited during the time they are on leave. If these stipulations are established, they will be communicated in writing. Upholding or not upholding these parameters will have a measure of influence the recommendation for a return.

5. Student Appeal Process for a Required Medical Leave
The Health Review Team’s decision may be appealed by the student to the Vice President for Human Resources and Compliance within five (5) business days of the decision. Such appeals should be in writing and include specific points the student wishes the Vice President for Human Resources and Compliance to consider. The Vice President for Human Resources and Compliance will make a decision based on the record.
Additional evidence may be submitted, but it does not need to be considered.

The Vice President for Human Resources and Compliance has seven (7) business days to review the record and inform the student of his or her decision in writing. The Vice President for Human Resources and Compliance may (a) uphold the decision of the Team, (b) refer the matter back to the Team for further proceedings, or (c) reverse the decision of the Team and reinstate the student. The Vice President for Human Resources and Compliance’s decision is final.

6. Process for Return to the University after a Required Medical Leave

Permission to return for a student who has been placed on a Required Medical Leave will follow the guidelines for returning from voluntary medical leave, with the approval of the Dean of Students and Director of Health Services. Typically, at a minimum, conditions for return to class may include medical or psychiatric treatment during the period of leave and verification of compliance with recommendations of treatment providers. Other conditions for return may include examinations by independent or University-employed medical health professionals, release of relevant medical records, demonstrated ability to meet the University’s academic and conduct standards, interviews with University officials, personal statements, and a decrease in the conduct resulting in the Required Medical Leave. The amount and nature of material requested, and the breadth of the review, will be based upon the nature and severity of the student’s condition at the time Required Medical Leave was taken. Approval to return will be granted only if the Dean of Students and Director of Health Services determine that the conditions that led to the Required Medical Leave are no longer present or are mitigated to the extent that the student does not meet one or more of the standards in Paragraphs 1a, 1b, or 1c above.

The Dean of Students and Director of Health Services will consider recommendations of the student’s care providers regarding return, but will make determinations independently and in accordance with all available information and expertise. Thus, a recommendation for return from a student’s healthcare provider(s) is not in itself sufficient grounds for return. Failure of the student to cooperate in these procedures, to comply with required conditions of the leave or withdrawal, or to provide accurate and complete information is grounds for reconsideration of the student’s status. Once all the relevant information has been considered, the Dean of Students and Director of Health Services will make a recommendation to the Dean of Students, who makes a final
determination regarding the student’s return from Required Medical Leave. Approval to return may include stipulations concerning class schedule, extracurricular activities, place of residence or other conditions as may be judged to be appropriate to the safety, health, and well-being of all persons in the campus community.

7. **Confidentiality**
If the student has been treated at the Engle Center, treatment records may be used in determining the outcome of the Required Medical Leave process. Under such extreme conditions that a consideration for Required Medical Leave is necessary, the Director of Health Services may decide that confidentiality must be waived, as is indicated in the “Client Consent” form signed by the student at the initiation of counseling. All records concerning Required Medical Leave will be kept in accordance with University policy. Required Medical Leave will be recorded on the transcript as a withdrawal from current courses.

*Required Medical Leave Policy revised May 2019*

---

**NOISE ORDINANCE**

The University is committed to being a good neighbor. We make every effort to comply with the Upper Allen Township Noise Ordinance which states that it is prohibited “to make willfully or cause to be made loud, boisterous or unseemly noise or disturbance to the annoyance of the peaceable residents nearby, more particularly between the hours of 10:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m.” (Upper Allen Township Ordinance 111.)

---

**OFF-CAMPUS MEDIA COVERAGE**

Any Messiah University student or student organization who would like to invite members of the off-campus media to visit campus to cover a story or event are required to first contact the Office of Marketing and Communications. They will consult with you regarding the appropriateness and likelihood of media coverage and coordinate contact and coverage logistics with reporters. Students should use personal discretion in speaking to members of the media as private individuals; however, students do not have the authority to speak on behalf of the institution or to represent the University’s official perspective or position on any issue. Designated spokespersons in the Office of Marketing and Communications are equipped and prepared to speak with members of the media on behalf of the institution. Students who are contacted directly by members of the media to request/schedule
an interview are requested to notify the Office of Marketing and Communications in advance at 717-691-6027 so that they may provide any necessary coordination with the University’s media protocol. However, it is important to note that students are not authorized to meet with members of the media on Messiah’s property without advance approval from the Office of Marketing and Communications.

**ON-CAMPUS SALES BY STUDENTS**

Individual students or student organizations wishing to sell products or services on campus must register and receive approval from the Director of Student Engagement prior to advertising or selling. Participants should follow the Guidelines for Student-Owned On-Campus Businesses or Student Organization Fund Raising Guidelines, both of which are available by contacting the Office of Student Engagement.

**OUTSIDE VENDORS/SALESPEOPLE**

The University does not permit the on-campus sale of products or services by an outside vendor unless a signed Outside Vendor Contract has been approved by the Office of Student Engagement. This contract must be signed by an educator or trained staff member. Messiah University does not recognize contracts signed by students alone as binding. Approval of on-campus sales will be granted only if there is a benefit to a recognized University function or student group. On-campus solicitation of sales or purchases by any outside person is expressly forbidden. Messiah University prohibits the marketing of credit cards and solicitation of credit card account applications on its campus. No persons are permitted on campus for this purpose at any time.

Any person desiring to come on campus for the purpose of purchasing textbooks from students or faculty or selling any product or service must register with Dispatch and receive a visitor tag and parking permit. Persons purchasing textbooks must have pre-established appointments with specific faculty members or other campus employees.

**PHOTOS AND VIDEO RELEASE**

Messiah University may at times use photographs, audio and/or video recordings of employees and students for purposes of education, publicity and student recruitment on behalf of the university, via the Internet, print publications and other media.
Should an employee or student (or the parents or guardians of such persons who are under the age 18) NOT want to be photographed or recorded, or have his/her name or “directory” information used in connection with any such recording, that person must notify the university in writing.

Individuals who choose to opt-out are also responsible for removing themselves from areas in which photography and/or recording is taking place, or notifying the camera operator of their opt-out status. Failure to do so may result in that individual’s inclusion in a photograph or recording and will be treated as consent for the university to utilize that photograph or recording accordingly.

**POSTER POLICY & PROTOCOL**

The poster policy and protocol are in effect during the academic calendar year and applies to all common area bulletin boards throughout campus—those found in Larsen Student Union, Eisenhower Campus Center, Hostetter Chapel, Old Main, Murray Library, Sollenberger Sports Center, and all academic buildings. Departments are responsible for maintaining their departmental bulletin boards. Outdoor signage is only permitted on the day of an approved event.

Messiah University divisions, schools, departments, offices, and centers are permitted to place posters and/or flyers on bulletin boards as needed at their discretion. In addition, athletic teams and officially recognized, chartered, and executive student organizations may place posters and/or flyers on common area bulletin boards (reference above paragraph) after receiving prior approval from their respective coach or organization advisor. All other on- or off-campus individuals or groups must first obtain permission through the approval process outlined below prior to posting any posters/flyers on common area bulletin boards. Poster/flyers not following guidelines will be removed.

**Process for Messiah University divisions, schools, departments, offices, centers:**

1. No additional approval needed.
2. The name of the division, school, department, office, center, team or organization must be clearly visible on the poster or flyer.
3. All promotional activities must comply with Messiah University policies and standards.
4. Only one poster per bulletin board is permitted. If extra copies of the same poster are posted, they will be removed.
5. Posters/flyers related to events need to be removed within two (2) days of the conclusion of the event by a representative of the appropriate division, school, department, office or center.

**Process for Messiah University athletic teams and officially recognized, chartered, and executive student organizations:**

1. Prior to hanging, coaches must approve posters/flyers created by their respective athletic teams; and advisors must approve posters/flyers created by their respective student clubs and organizations.
2. The name of the athletic team or recognized student club/organization must be clearly visible on the poster/flyer.
3. All promotional activities must comply with Messiah University policies and standards.
4. Only one poster per bulletin board is permitted. If extra copies of the same poster are posted, they will be removed.
5. Posters/flyers related to events need to be removed within two (2) days of the conclusion of the event by a representative of the appropriate athletic team or student club/organization.

**Process for other on- or off-campus individuals, groups, and organizations (including parents and alumni):**

1. Submit request using the online form found at [www.messiah.edu/posterpolicy](http://www.messiah.edu/posterpolicy).
2. The name of the individual or sponsoring group or organization must be clearly visible on the poster/flyer.
3. Within two (2) business days of the request being received, a response will be provided.
4. If approved, requesting party brings posters/flyers and proof of approval to the Office of Student Engagement desk (located on the upper level of the Larsen Student Union) during desk hours (Monday–Friday, 8 a.m. to midnight; Saturday & Sunday, 1 p.m. to midnight).
   a. At the desk, the requesting party will be provided with an official stamp and must stamp each poster/flyer at the desk. The approval stamp will include an end date until which posters/flyers can be displayed.
   b. The requesting party is responsible for placing the stamped posters/flyers on the appropriate bulletin boards.
   c. Only one poster per bulletin board is permitted. If extra copies of the same poster are posted, they will be removed.

**General guidelines for removal of posters/flyers:**

1. Posters/flyers not aligning with policy will be removed.
2. Posters/flyers promoting events must be promptly removed after the date of the event.
3. The Office of Student Engagement and Conference & Event Services has discretion in removing posters and flyers as appropriately necessary.

PUBLIC EXPRESSION

Definition of public expression
Freedom of expression is encouraged at Messiah University. However, in order to ensure an atmosphere in which open communication can occur without disrupting the academic mission or the daily functions of the University, this policy shall govern all forms of public expression activity on Messiah University property, defined for this purpose as including activities such as, but not limited to: campus meetings and forums; public assembly and demonstrations; public speeches; and the distribution and/or posting of written materials or other forms of communication carried out in connection with these activities.

Definition of members of the on-campus university community
For the purpose of this policy, “members of the on-campus university community” are defined as currently enrolled students and currently employed members of the faculty, administration, and staff.

Definition of visitors
Individuals who do not belong to any of the above identified groups are considered campus visitors.

Public expression by members of the on-campus university community
Messiah University affords all members of the on-campus university community with substantial privileges with respect to freedom of public expression on Messiah University property. As a private university, this privilege, however, is subject to reasonable restrictions and regulations of time, place and manner as described below, so that the activities do not intrude upon or interfere with the academic mission and daily functions of the University, or with other rights of members of the on-campus university community as defined by University policies.

Note: These policies and guidelines refer to non-educational activities on University property and not to the conduct of academic or cocurricular activities that are governed by their own policies and standards. These policies do not refer to other officially approved University events that
must follow established university event protocols.

**Procedures for public expression activities by members of the on-campus university community**

1. Members of the on-campus university community must apply to the Office of the Vice Provost for Student Success and Engagement at least five business days prior to their requested date of activity. Office hours are between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday. The form is available online at: [https://www.messiah.edu/forms/form/675/en/public_expression_form](https://www.messiah.edu/forms/form/675/en/public_expression_form). Once the form is received by the Vice Provost for Student Success and Engagement, she/he will process the application with the appropriate/relevant campus leadership based on factors including whether the application is from a student or employee, specifics of the public expression requested, etc.

2. The Vice Provost for Student Success and Engagement has two business days in which to act on a request and communicate a decision to the person or organization making the request. Decisions will take into account both any special circumstances that may relate to University activities and/or the burden the requested activity may place on the University’s safety and administrative staffs.

3. Public expression activities are authorized to occur only at one or more of the following locations as assigned by the Vice Provost for Student Success and Engagement (dependent on availability):

   **Outdoor locations**
   - Larsen Student Union patio
   - Brick courtyard area outside of Kline, Jordan and Frey Halls

   **Indoor locations**
   - Designated common area inside the Larsen Student Union
   - Eisenhower Campus Center Commons (lobby outside of the Falcon, Career Center and Campus Store)

   *Note: if an indoor location is approved by the Vice Provost for Student Success and Engagement Office, the event organizer must then reserve the space through the Office of Conference and Event Services.*

4. The number of occasions on which specific individuals or groups will be permitted to engage in public expression activities will be limited to three times during a calendar year.

5. The total number of people engaging in public expression activities at any one location on campus may be limited by the Vice Provost for
Student Success and Engagement according to concerns related to space capacity, safety or potential disruption of the University’s other daily activities.

6. Any signs, placards or banners that are displayed must be respectful, may not use profanity or other defaming language, and in general must be in the spirit and meet the standards related to the treatment of others as described in the University’s Community Covenant.

7. No microphones, bullhorns, or other amplification devices may be used.

8. No sidewalks or building accesses may be blocked, nor may normal University operations be impeded.

9. Physical or verbal harassment of members of the University community, or public expression activities outside of the hours or locations for which permission has been granted, will be cause for the immediate revocation of privilege for those involved.

10. Any act of disorderly conduct will result in intervention by authorized campus personnel.

Public expression activities by campus visitors

As a private university, Messiah University’s policy is that visitors do not share the same privileges and rights as members of the on-campus university community to participate in public expression activities on Messiah University property. Thus, campus visitors who wish to engage in public expression activities are subject to the following restrictions:

1. Specifically, campus visitors are not permitted to be involved in public expression on University property except as invited participants at official, approved University events, and in a manner consistent with the intent of the event as determined by officials of the University. Furthermore, visitors’ presence on campus is not merely contingent upon their compliance with standards maintained by the University, and as such, visitors may be asked to leave the campus at any time by an authorized official of the University.

2. Visitors may not engage in activities which hinder or obstruct approved public expression or affect the University’s ability to provide an educational environment for its members.

Visitors acting in violation of this policy and/or the related guidelines or failing to accept the directions of authorized University authorities will be required to leave campus and may be referred to the local public authorities in the event of violations of applicable laws. Any police arrests and criminal charges are separate from judicial actions at Messiah University.
SIDEWALK CHALK PROTOCOL

Students wishing to convey public messages via campus sidewalks are permitted to use sidewalk chalk so long as the content of these messages are respectful and align with the University’s Code of Conduct. Sidewalk chalk is only allowed in the following designated areas: in the sidewalk area bounded by Legacy Park, Agape Center, Kline and Frey and also the Larsen Student Union patio area. Using sidewalk chalk on campus building walls and other facades is never permitted. Any messages that do not align with the Code of Conduct (for example, language that subjects another person or group of people to abuse, threats, intimidation, harassment, etc.) should be reported to Dispatch for removal. As a general rule, as a part of campus clean-up efforts in preparation for admissions or other major campus events, all chalk—regardless of its content—will be removed.

ROLLER BLADES, SKATEBOARDS, AND NON-MOTORIZED SCOOTERS

Rollerblading, skateboarding, and riding non-motorized scooters is permitted for students and employees only. For the safety of all members of the University, the use of roller blades, skateboards, and non-motorized scooters is prohibited within all buildings and around their entranceways on campus. Additionally, use is prohibited in areas marked with signage. Use of these devices must be with the safety of others in mind and is permitted on walkways and paths as long as the right of way is granted to pedestrians. Whenever possible, these devices should not be ridden on roadways. Riding such devices on walls, benches, hand rails and the like is prohibited. Any misuse or abuse of University property while using these items will result in the item(s) being confiscated by the Department of Safety and will be returned upon the individual leaving campus. It is also required that helmets be worn at all times when the device is being used. Also, it is strongly encouraged that reflective clothing and/or reflective ankle/wristbands be worn when riding at night. For more information on these specific topics, go to: https://www.messiah.edu/download/downloads/id/454/AwarenessAroundCampus.pdf

SPEAKERS, ARTISTS, AND PERFORMERS

As a Christian university, Messiah University is committed to the concept of liberal learning. We welcome exposure to a variety of intellectual perspectives and artistic expressions while retaining the belief that these
perspectives and expressions must be critically evaluated from a perspective of Christian faith. Hence, officially recognized University student organizations are encouraged to invite speakers, artists, and performers to campus who can foster intellectual, emotional, spiritual, or artistic growth for the campus community. All reasonable points of view may be presented as long as the opportunity for dialogue exists. While the cultural and educational values of programs are important in determining their appropriateness for campus presentation, the University recognizes the legitimate need for entertainment and leisure time in campus life. When taken together, speakers, artists, and performers should offer a balanced and well-constructed series of events and programs.

The following guidelines apply to student organizations that desire to sponsor speakers, artists, and performers:

1. The selection of speakers, artists, and performers should be in harmony with the guidelines for engagement with popular culture maintained by the Office of Student Engagement. More information on these guidelines can be found at: http://www.messiah.edu/info/20000/about/2210/pop_culture_at_messiah

2. Speakers, artists, and performers should be selected for their ability to do one or more of the following in ways that are consistent with the goals of the University and of the sponsoring organization: provide information, stimulate constructive thought, communicate truthfulness, deepen understanding, sharpen critical judgment, delight their audience, and encourage creativity.

3. Programs should be selected in a way to both challenge and nurture a dynamic Christian learning community.

4. The speaker, performer, or artist and their views should be treated respectfully.

5. Disagreement with the presenter or their ideas should be expressed in an appropriate manner.

6. Excellence and quality in presentation are expected.

7. The sponsoring organization’s advisor, the Office of Student Engagement, and in some cases, the Dean of Students, must approve the event prior to making an offer, signing a contract, and advertising. The Guest Speaker Form and Guest Rider Form should be used to obtain permissions. These forms can be found at http://www.messiah.edu/info/21478/clubs_and_organizations/2203/forms.

8. In order to promote an environment of civility and avoid divisiveness on campus, Messiah University does not approve student organizations to invite political candidates, or their political
party or campaign designees, to speak on campus, in person. This protocol helps the University to uphold a practice of remaining neutral in the political arena—at the local, state and national levels.

9. The advisor of the sponsoring organization is responsible for informing the organization of these guidelines. The Director of Student Engagement will settle all disputes related to speakers, artists, and performers that are sponsored by student organizations.

10. No contracts or payment agreements may be signed by students. Only employee advisors of organizations may serve as legal signatories for contracts on behalf of Messiah University.

**VACCINATION POLICY**

Messiah University expects that all students traveling abroad to high-risk destinations (parts of Africa, Central and South America, or Asia) be up to date with their required vaccinations; including relevant mandatory childhood vaccines (i.e., MMR, TDAP, Varicella, Meningitis) as well as vaccines required by the destination country (i.e., Yellow Fever). Because of higher risk for disease contraction and spread, Messiah University may restrict participation in cross cultural trips and travel abroad programs for students who have not received required childhood vaccinations due to medical or religious exemptions. Students may not be medically cleared to attend Messiah sponsored travel to areas of the world which are high risk for vaccine-preventable illnesses if they have not been previously immunized for those illnesses. Example: a student will not be cleared to travel to India if they did not receive childhood MMR vaccination. Immunizations and travel physicals are available through the Engle Health Center at a cost, or through insurance at local pharmacies. The Medical Clearance Form can be completed in the Engle Center or by a home provider and handed in to the trip leader. The form can be accessed on the Messiah University website under the Engle Center.

**VIDEOGAMING POLICY**

Messiah University Esports may sponsor video game events with the approval of the Esports Coach. Student organizations may collaborate with the Esports program for a video game event. Varsity teams and any collaborators seeking to sponsor an event of a game represented under the Esports program may do so by following the Messiah University Game Selection Criteria and with the approval of the Esports Coach. Any game not already represented under the Esports program must be approved by the Director of Student Engagement and the Cocurricular Education Council. Approval of a sponsored video game event and any games not
represented under the Esports program must be granted prior to announcing or advertising the event.

Officially recognized Messiah University student organizations may sponsor video game events (e.g., video game tournaments). The Director of Student Engagement or the Esports Coach must approve all games the organization wishes to use as part of the event. Appeals can be made to the Dean of Students. Approval of a game must be granted prior to announcing or advertising the event.

Games with gratuitous violence and games with potentially offensive content including profanity, obscene language, nudity, and sexually exploitative material will not be permitted for events sponsored by a student organization. The advisor of the sponsoring organization is responsible for keeping the organization aware of these restrictions, as well as the Computing Access Policy.